
 
 
 

April 10, 2021 
 
Subject: Certificate Standardization 
 
Dear Valued Customer: 
 
This is to inform you of a certificate standardization project.  
 
The current Henkel Certificate of Analysis (CoA) which accompanies all product shipped from Henkel does not 
meet some customer’s requirements as a certificate of conformance (CoC).    
 
To better meet all Henkel’s customer’s requirements, we wish to inform you on the following changes to the 
standard CoA: 

1) Change the title to Certificate. 
2) Add in a conformity statement at the bottom of the document. 
3) The Certificate of Analysis now functions as the Certificate of Conformance as well 
4) The statement ‘Signed Test Report on File’ will be deleted. 

 
Additionally, as part of continuous improvement and standardization, the following changes to certificates may 
be visible going forward: 

5) Test descriptions will be on a single line instead of split between two lines 
6) Additional test rolls may be visible for some film products on certain tests. The minimum test 

roll requirement will always be met per the specification. 
7) Certification statements will now appear in the header rather than the test table of the 

certificate. This has already been the case for many specifications but will now become 
standardized to the header. 

 
The proposed certificate will meet all Aerospace customer’s requirements for a certificate that includes the 
standard Certificate of Analysis and a statement of conformance.  

 
Should you have further questions, please contact a Henkel Customer Service Representative or your Henkel 
Account Manager. 
 
Thank you for your support with our products and we are looking forward to your continued business. 

With Best Regards, 

 
Kirby Nelson Amy Stabell 
Quality Key Account Manager Quality Project Manager 
Henkel Corporation Henkel Corporation 



1) Certificate Title 
Before: 

 
After: 

 
2) Conformity Statement  
Before: 

 
After: 

 
4) Removal of signature line (replaced with digital validation) 
Before: 

 
After: White space will present. See conformity statement on digital verification. 
5) Specificity of test descriptions 
Before: 

 
After: 



 
7) Certification Statement 
Before: 

 
After: 

 


